lipids [Dickson et al., 2014] . Memgen was tested with the following united-atom force fields: OPLS unitedatom [Ulmschneider and Ulmschneider, 2009 ], Berger lipids [Berger et al., 1997] , Gromos-CKP [Piggot et al., 2011] , GROMOS53a6 [Kukol, 2009] . However, MemGen should work with any all-atom or unitedatom representation of lipids.
Tested lipid types
MemGen was so far tested with at least the molecules in the following table.
Short name
Long name
Input parameters of MemGen
MemGen takes the following input parameters. Acceptable values are shown in brackets, and the default values in italic font:
• Lipids per monolayer (9-2500, 64)
• Water molecules per lipid (0-100, 35)
• Salt concentration (mMolar) (0-10.000, 0)
• Area per lipid (Å 2 ) (20-100, 65).
